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PROPELLER TRACKING

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. IT'S IMPORTANT TO CHECK for proper track- ing whenever installing a propeller. A propeller that is not tracking properly will. 
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H   ANDS ON HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS



PROPELLER TRACKING BY JOE NORRIS



IT’S IMPORTANT TO CHECK for proper tracking whenever installing a propeller. A propeller that is not tracking properly will cause unwanted vibration that can lead to excessive wear on the engine, gearbox, and airframe components, not to mention an uncomfortable ride. Each blade of the propeller should be rotating through the same path, or track, within 1/16 of an inch. The ﬁrst step is to properly torque the propeller mounting bolts in accordance with the propeller manufacturer’s recommendations. If the manufacturer gives no speciﬁc torque limits, use the following table as your guide. Note that all these torque recommendations are in pound inches. A bit of “feel” is required to properly mount a wood propeller, so don’t just blindly follow the torque guidance. You don’t want to tighten the bolts so much as to crush the wood ﬁbers in the hub. Tighten the mounting bolts evenly and watch the front thrust plate or bulkhead for signs that the wood is beginning to crush. If the wood begins crushing before you reach the suggested torque, stop! For a metal propeller, torque the bolts evenly to the suggested torque speciﬁcation. Don’t forget to install all required spinner backing plates, front bulkheads, crush plates, etc. Once your propeller is installed and properly torqued, you’re ready to check the



track. Start by removing one spark plug from each cylinder. This will make the propeller easier to turn, and it will prevent the engine from accidentally starting. Chock and tie down the aircraft so it doesn’t move. Next, set up some sort of indicator that will facilitate measuring the propeller blade track. We’re using a magnetic “retriever” like you would use to retrieve a dropped nut from a conﬁned space. This retriever along with a good metal base—a metal toolbox, anvil, block of steel, or a hammer—is all you need to create a propeller track indicator. Turn your propeller so that one blade is pointing straight down and place your indicator so that it just touches the tip of the blade. Do this in a way that you can duplicate for each propeller blade. Once you have set your indicator, rotate the propeller until the next blade comes to the indicator; make sure that this blade is within 1/16 of an inch of the indicator. If it hits the indicator, reset using this blade as your starting point and then check the remaining blades again. All blades must come within 1/16 of an inch of the indicator. If the propeller doesn’t track properly, take the propeller off, turn it 180 degrees, and remount it. Minor imperfections in the hub or in the mounting ﬂange on the engine might be causing the problem; remounting the propeller 180 degrees may



TORQUE LIMITS



METAL TORQUE



AN6 - 3/8-24



280-300 lb-in.



200 lb-in.



AN7 - 7/16-20



480-540 lb-in.



250 lb-in.



AN8 - 1/2-20



720-780 lb-in. or 62-65 lb-ft.



300 lb-in.



—



350 lb-in.
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WOOD TORQUE



BOLT SIZE



(Taper or Flange)



TOLERANCE



± 25 lb-in. for both Metal and Wood
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A magnetic wand and hammer serve as a propeller track indicator.



cancel these imperfections. On a wood propeller, reinstalling and retorquing the bolts may clear up tracking problems. If not, or if the tracking gets worse, remove the propeller and look for other causes. If there is a spinner bulkhead mounted between the crankshaft and propeller, check this ﬁrst. Your bulkhead may be thicker on one side than the other. This is especially true on ﬁberglass bulkheads, but it can occasionally be a problem with aluminum ones. Shim the propeller with thin card stock on the side with the blade farthest toward the rear, or replace the bulkhead. If there is no bulkhead or if it is okay, use a dial indicator to make sure the crank ﬂange is true. Check the track each time you install the propeller. For wood propellers, the mounting torque should be checked with each seasonal change in the weather. Different temperature and humidity conditions will affect a wood propeller and will change the mounting torque. If the propeller becomes loose, you will soon have a failure of the hub!
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They’ll go to the ends of the earth to search for you. Don’t make them. The most important thing we build is trust.
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